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Suit Up. Step Up.  
it’s Time to Become a Hero!

YoU will need:
 A pen or pencil
 Colouring pencils
 Your imagination!

 1. Marv’s suit does whatever he can 
imagine. If he wants to run up a wall 
his super suit obeys. Think about 
what your dream super suit would 
be able to do and how you might 
activate it (voice command, thought, 
a remote etc)
2. Think about what your super 
suit looks like. If it flies will it need 
to have a cape or wings . . .? What 
colour is it?
3. Gather ideas from everywhere (the 
internet, magazines, other books) If it 
helps you to imagine it, cut and stick 
pictures or bits of material next to 
your super suit. 
4. Share your super suit ideas and if 
you can think of one, your superhero 
name! Which of your friend’s super 
suits would you ask to borrow? 
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‘ThE SUpEr-SUiT iS powErEd bY tWO thingS: 
kindnESS And imAginAtiOn.  

LuckiLY you, MArvin, hAvE tonS OF both!’
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Marvin and his friend Joe are at the waterpark 
when supervillain Shadow arrives and sets her 
army of robot sharks loose in the pool!

What Shadow doesn’t realise is when Marvin
puts on his superhero suit, he becomes
MARV—unstoppable, invincible, and 

totally marvellous!
But even superheroes get scared sometimes,  
and Marv must overcome his fear of the water 
before he can dive to the rescue.
 

Suit Up. StEp Up.  
it’S TiME to BEcOME A hErO!
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deSign your own  
sUper sUiT!

Marvin’s life is perfectly ordinary until 
one day he discovers a mysterious super 
suit hidden in his attic. It is powered by 
kindness and imagination, and since 
Marvin has tons of both, the powers of 
the suit are infinite… 
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Marv’s  super suit


